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Summary 

•  Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) and shock ignition

•  Modelling inertial fusion plasmas: basic processes, scales, …
Fluid vs kinetic, full target vs model problems, …

•  DUED: A 2-D fluid code for full target simulations
•  Philosophy
•  sketch of model and numerics

•  Sample important (and demanding) applications to the study of 
instabilities in ICF and shock-ignited targets

•  parameter windows and robustness (1D)
•  stability (2D+)
•  irradiation symmetry (2D+)
•  ....



I -  inertial confinement fusion (and shock-ignition)  



Inertial confinement fusion (ICF)  

• Fusion reactions 
•  from a target containing a few mg of DT fuel 
•  compressed to very high density (1000 times solid density)
•  and heated to very high temperature

• No external confinement => fuel confined by its own inertia 
                                                (t = R/cs where cs is the sound speed)

• Explosive, pulsed process => mass of fuel limited to few mg (#)
  For energy production

•  burn targets at 1 - 10 Hz
•  energy provided by a driver (typically a laser)
•  (Target gain) * (driver efficiency) ≥ 10

        150            7%

(#) yield of 1 mg of DT: 340 GJ = 85 kg TNT



The essential physical ingredients of ICF  

• COMPRESSION, to increase burn during confinement phase
   density > 200 g/cm3 
   confinement: density * radius > 2 g/cm2

• HOT SPOT IGNITION, to use input energy efficiently 
                                      T ≥ 7 keV over a “hot spot”



ICF by laser-driven implosion and central ignition
Imploding fuel kinetic energy converted into internal energy 

and concentrated in the centre of the fuel 

(see, e.g., S. Atzeni and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, The Physics of Inertial Fusion, Oxford University Press, 2004.)

implosion velocity for 
ignition:

uimp > 250 – 400 km/s

depending of the fuel mass 
and on the compressed 
fuel in-flight isentrope:
uimp ∝ m-1/8  αif
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laser (or X-ray) driven implosion 

concentrates energy in space,
(i.e. multiplies pressure)

but

four key issues



1st issue: coupling laser light efficiently, 
to drive high velocity implosion   

-  use short laser wavelength (e.g. λ = 0.35 µm)
-  limit intensity I to < 1015 W/cm2
=> use hollow shell target, instead of sphere   

good assorption in the collisional regime, at short wavelength 

Garban-Labaune et al, PRL (1982) 

pressure p ∝ I 2/3  λ-2/3

p = 80 Mbar 
@ I = 1015 Wcm-2 
     λ = 0.35 µm 



2nd issue: compress efficiently 
do not heat before compressing =>
-  no “preheating” by fast particles, hard X-rays
-  tune the pulse, to reach high pressure gradually

“Pulse shaping”
Laser power
carefully tuned, to launch
a sequence of properly 
timed shocks, that 
approximate 
adiabatic compression

1-D 
“Flow chart”

we want α = p(ρ,T)/pFermi(ρ) as small as possible 

laser power vs time  



3rd issue: symmetry:
irradiate as uniformly as possible

long scale shape of compressed fuel depends
on driving pressure nonuniformity
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we want hot spot relative deformation   ΔRh/Rh << 1

but Rh is typically 1/30 of the initial radius

==> ΔI/I << 1/20; ==> we request ΔI/I < 1%

(the larger the ignition margin, the larger tolerable ΔI/I)              (eg, Atzeni, EPL 1990) 



4th and most critical issue:
 Rayleigh-Taylor instability:

can break the shell or mix materials�

deceleration-phase instability 
at the hot spot boundary

    time - - -> 

Atzeni & Schiavi, PPCF 2004 

Shell corrugation
(breaking?)

hot spot deformation



RTI hinders hot spot formation
Here simulations assuming initial  multimode 
spectrum on the inner surface of the shell 

Ion temperature (eV) map evolution 
movies by S. Atzeni and A. Schiavi, 2004

“moderate” initial amplitude (1.5 µm rms) 
at the end of the implosion coasting stage:
⇒  deformed hot spot;
⇒  ignition still occurs

“large” initial amplitude (6 µm rms):
⇒  hot spot NOT formed





Capsule energy for central ignition is 
a very strong function of implosion velocity

( Γ < 7 required)

but, issues as the velocity increases
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Ecap ∝u imp
−6 α if
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-  higher velocity = > higher driving pressure => higher laser intensity 
⇒  laser-plasma instabilities (LPI)

-  higher velocity => thinner target, hydrodynamic instabilities more dangerous:
  e.g. RTI worst mode e-folding (Lindl, 1995)
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Herrmann, Tabak, Lindl (2001)



What about reducing implosion velocity? 

reducing the velocity by 20 – 25%:
-  (density and) confinement still adequate (Betti & Zhou, 2005)

-  relaxed stability constraints
-  reduced LPI risks

but ignition must be achieved by a separate mechanism

= => serious option 
         for low-adiabat direct drive 

If achieved at “low cost”, 
“low” implosion velocity leads to higher gain
than the standard scheme 
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Shock ignition(*): use
a laser-driven strong converging shock 

to ignite a precompressed fuel  

•  direct laser irradiation at moderate intensity;�
   implode at “low” velocity ui = 250 – 300 km/s�
   (below threshold for ignition) and low entropy

•  towards the end of the implosion, 
  irradiate with intense pulse (1016 W/cm2) , generating p = 300 Mbar 
  = => imploding shock

•  imploding shock intensified by convergence (Guderley)

•  imploding shock collides with outgoing bouncing shock (pressures of 
Gbar)  = => pressure multiplication

•  final nearly adiabatic hot spot compression to ignition conditions

(*) R. Betti et al., PRL 98 (2007) 155001;
      first promising experiment, W. Theobald et al., PoP (2008)



Shock-ignition:
 target and laser pulses (HiPER ref. target) 

Laser wavelength = 0.35 µm
Compression energy: 160 - 180 kJ
Focal spot: 0.64 mm (compression)
                   0.3 - 0.4   mm (SI)

Target: S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi and C. Bellei, PoP, 15, 14052702  (2007)
Pulses: X. Ribeyre et al, PPCF 51, 015013 (2009); 
             S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 53, 035010  (2011)

design constraints:
   

•  main pulse intensity ≤ 5 x 1014 W/cm2

•  IFAR < 30
•  in-flight-<adiabat> ≤ 1.2
•  ablation front RTI growth factor ≤ 6
•  implosion velocity < 290 – 300 km/s



From shock launch to�
 igniting hot spot formation   

a)  pulse generates 
imploding shock

b)  imploding shock 
amplified as it 
converges

c)  imploding shock 
pregresses, while 
shock bounces from 
center

d)  the two shocks 
collide, and launch 
new shocks; the 
imploding shock 
heats the hot spot  



Shock ignition of the HiPER baseline target

post-collision shocks

imploding shock

collision

bouncing
 shock

burn wave



Advanced ignition schemes 
(fast & shock ignition) in principle

allow  for high gain at MJ laser energy

     With current NIF
 hohlraum coupling efficiency

improved hohlraum 
coupling efficiency



II -  modelling ICF 



ICF involves extreme values of 
temperature, density and pressure

NIF expts, 2010-2012



ICF: a variety of basic physics processes
and of space- and time-scales

•  Laser – matter (plasma) [or particle-beam – plasma] interaction
•  Plasma physics�
   (including non-ideal plasma, partially degenerate plasma, partial ionization, etc.)
•  Phase transitions (from cryogenic matter to hot plasma)
•  Transport processes
•  Radiative transfer
•  Fusion reactions and product (charged products and neutrons) transport 

•  Mass density: 10-6 – 103 g/cm3
•  Temperature: 10 K – 3 x 109 K

Time-scales

•  Implosion: few – 30 ns

•  Ignition: few – 100 ps

•  Fluid instabilities: 0.1 – 1 ns

•  Plasma instabilities:  < 1 ps to ns

Space-scales

•  Target size: few mm

•  Compressed fuel: 0.1 mm

•  Density scale-lengths: down to 0.1 µm

•  Fluid modes: down to µm

•  Plasma instabillities: Debye length, skin depth, ..



“Fluid” models (without B-fields) 
adequate (with some caveat) for standard ICF

Here fluid means a single-fluid framework,

• with electrons and ions with different temperatures, 

• plasma transport,

•  special treatment of sharp gradients (where fluid models in 
principle break)

with 

• kinetic treatments of radiation and fusion products

•  laser – plasma interaction



Advanced ignition schemes:
laser-plasma interaction regimes 



III -  a general purpose ICF fluid code



our (Rome group) DUED code,
a fluid code for ICF target simulations:

“ philosophy”

3-D fluid codes now feasible (e.g., HYDRA at LLNL, Livermore)
However, only available at a few sites, 
medium-resolution runs require hundred of hours on powerful parallel computers
==> for validation of point designs only
full scale, high resolution simulations hardly feasible

==> flexible, fast, portable code needed for
•  physical insight
•  wide parametric studies (hundreds or thousands  of runs)
•  preliminary test of new concepts

==> DUED code
•  2-D
•  for each “basic process”, simple model still adequate to semi-quantitative studies
•  each model cross-checked vs better models (on the same code, on other codes, ..)
•  general purpose (i.e., same code for implosion, instabilities, ignition, shock-

waves, ...)
•  flexible, highly interactive output



DUED Code (*) physical model

•  2-D Lagrangian fluid scheme + rezoning
•  2 – temperatures (ions, electrons)
•  real matter equation of state
•  collisional transport (+nonloncal e-transport)
•  multigroup radiation diffusion (> 30 groups) with LTE (or non-LTE) opacities

•  laser–plasma interaction: 3D ray tracing; inverse-bremsstrahlung absorpt.
•  ion beam–matter interaction (binary collisions, deterministic)
•  hot-electron–matter interaction (binary + collective; Monte Carlo)

•  thermonuclear fusion reactions 
•  non-thermal fusion reactions of �

fusion products T(1 MeV) and 3He (0.8 MeV) �
D, T, and 3He scattered by neutrons 

•  fuel burn-up (D, T, 3He)
•  multi-group (10–50 groups) diffusion of charged fusion products
•  neutron transport (Monte Carlo):�

 Elastic scattering, (n,2n), 3He(n,p)T, (n,g)
diffusion of neutron-knocked ions (several energy groups each)

 (*) S. Atzeni and coworkers (1986 –) 



Lagrangian mesh:
most suited for 
•  strong density variation
•  shape changes
•  interface tracking (linear stage of some instabilities)
“easy” numerical solution (no advection)

10-7                         10-3                    10
density (g/cm3)



DUED code numerics:
robust finite-difference schemes ... plus other

•  quadrilateral mesh, velocity on nodes, thermodynamic quantities in cells
•  finite-differences
•  staggered scheme in space and time
•  fractional steps (in physical processes)
•  explicit time advancement of momentum equation (CFL stability condition)
•  implicit diffusion terms => large band-diagonal linear system 
•  implicit electron-ion and electron-radiation coupling

o widely tested
o reasonably accurate (global conservation, local, consistency, etc.)
o excellent performance for linear hydrodynamic instabilities
o works “well” for tough nonlinear problems

Parallelization: not trivial, but absolutely necessary and effective for some problem 
(eg 3D raytracing); being implemented on GPUs, too.

•  3D raytracing for laser- (or ion beam-) plasma interaction
•  Monte Carlo neutron transport and fast electron transport



Drawback of the Lagrangian approach: mesh distortion

Cured by an automatic rezoning / remapping algorithm

New mesh generated automatically
By a variational algoritm (according�
to some user defined criteria

Physical quantity remapping globally�
conservative, second order accurate

(see pictures:
   left: before rezoning
   right: after rezoning)….

Main drawback: intrinsically sequential

earlier version: S. Atzeni and A. Guerrieri, 1992, 1993



IV -  A few applications
       (mainly to RTI and shock-ignition targets)

•  RTI 
o   deceleration phase, linear 
o   deceleration phase, multimode nonlinear
o  ablation-front RTI and RMI linear evolution; reduction by adiabat shaping

•   shock-ignition targets
o   design window and 1D design robustness
o   non uniform irradiation
o   irradiation “errors”: how to decrease sensitivity
o   energy and laser wavelength scaling



hot spot front Rh(t) = ablation front 

boundaries of initially cryogenic layer

motion of front through the fuel: 
ABLATION

(only a few Lagrangian trajectrories shown 
here)

for 200 ≤ t ≤ 290 ps
•  deceleration a = 2 --> 5 x1017 cm/s2
•  ablation velocity ua = 0.7 --> 1.6 x106 cm/s
•  Lm=min(ρ/∇ρ) ≈ 0.4 µm

at t = 250 ps:

Rh = 37.7 µm
unstable layer 37.2 ≤ r ≤ 37.8 µm 

profiles at t = 250 ps

1D flow features (full DUED physics model)
==> very fine 2D mesh needed to catch RTI physics 



in the linear RTI 
study

A0 = 10-3 µm
l = 4 ÷200

00 /
0)][cos(),( rrreAPrR −−= 


θθδ A0 = 2 µm

2D simulation (starts at t1D = 17.02 ns) �
with imposed mesh deformation around the shell inner surface

here
A0 = 2 µm

l = 48

Meshes much finer 
then this used to test 
accuracy of results

Problems  also run with
Initial perturbations 
centred at different 
locations and with 
different shape



•  An igniting capsule is less unstable than a non igniting one,�
despite larger acceleration

•  Reducing thermal conductivy increases RTI growth

Triangles here refer to
 “global growth”,
as defined previously



Perturbation with even modes l = 2, 4, …, 72
Density and temperature maps around ignition 



RTI limits the size of the hot spot

Below: density maps at the same tiime (290 ps) for cases with different 
perturbation amplitude:
The size of the hot spot [see the 10 keV (red) and 5 keV (orange) 
contours] is reduced by the penetration of the RTI spikes.



As the amplitude of the perturbation (at the end of the coasting stage) 
increases

•  Gain  decreases (same trends for different spectra)
•  Ignition is delayed



Laser pulse with adiabat-shaping picket 
essential to reduce perturbation growth

while keeping the fuel adiabat low (<α> = 1.2)

1. Initial Richtmyer-Meshkov and 
Landau-Darrieus instabilities seed 
RTI – in no case adiabat shaping�
increases RMI growth 

2. Linear RTI growth reduced;
    full stabilization for l > 1200

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 2011 

A. Marocchino, S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, PoP, 2010



two parameters to play with to achieve ignition:
implosion velocity and laser spike power 

= = >  design flexibililty

Implosion velocity (km/s)   

for the HiPER target
gain contours in the 

(implosion velocity – spike power plane)



Pulse parameters and 1D performance:
large gain @ 300-400 kJ

             HiPER target  CELIA-NIF
Compression pulse         
•  Energy  180 kJ       250 kJ
•  Flat-top power                   42 - 46 TW      80 TW
•  Focal spot radius wc           0.65 mm                    0.68 mm

Ignition pulse                      
•  Energy                           ≥ 80 kJ     ≥ 70 kJ 
•  Power                            ≥ 150 TW    ≥ 150 TW
•  Focal spot radius ws           0.4 mm     0.345 mm
•  Synchronization                120 ps (@ 170 TW)

    250 ps (@ 270 TW)

Fusion yield  ≤ 24 MJ      ≤ 33 MJ
1D Gain             70 - 80       ≤ 100            

Convergence ratio 35 – 42       30 – 42
      vapor density                 0.3 – 0.1  mg/cm3                        0.3 - 0.1  mg/cm3 



Tolerances  & risk assessment – 
compression stage

an example: about 3,000 1D runs, 
simultaneously varying 5 parameters 
(fuel density, laser energy, 3 power levels)

Parametric 1-D analysis, 9 target and pulse parameters

1% errors in dimensions, few % in energy and mass, 
100 ps in timing tolerated

Varying one parameter at a time 
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Irradiation non uniformity 
and target misplacement

A first model study ((2010-2011)
•  2D hydro 
•  full physics model�

but
•  radial rays (power adjusted to give same hydro as with realistic irradiation)
•  time independent irradiation spectrum (Legendre modes)

Clearly just a first step.

Since May 2012, simulations with 3D ray-tracing, realistic beam geometry: 
(requires massively parallel computer) 

Next, same + nonlocal electron trasnport (work in progress, collaboration with 
CELIA and UCLA)



 The reference
 CELIA-HiPER DD48
 irradiation scheme

L. Hallo et al., PPCF 2009 

intensity profile:   exp (-r/w)m

m = 2  (Gaussian profile)
w = 0.6 * target outer radius

Optimal at t = 0 & no displacement

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.00001

1

0     2    4     6     8    10   12   14   16   18   20
                          mode number 

t = 0 illumination
2D spectrum (Legendre modes) 

movie by A. Schiavi. 2012



Laser energy deposition pattern



Final stage of the implosion; density map evolution�
movie 0152-3hr  -- A. Schiavi, SA, A. Marocchino, 2012



  Shock-ignition: reduced hot spot-RTI growth 

No SI spike

Shock ignition

perturbation growth halts 
@ shock collision

CELIA-DD48
irradiation
spectrum

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 2011.; confirms results by Ribeyre et al. PPCF 2009 



symmetric 
ignition spike

ignition spike 
with l = 2, 
C2 = 80% 

asymmetry

(!!!!)

Shock-ignition tolerates very large spike asymmetry
(warning: artifact of flux-limited SH electron conduction?) 

Reference 
irradiation pattern

10.4 µm 
displacement



What about target misplacement? 

•  cylindrical symmetry
•  target displaced by Δz on symmetry axis

dominant l = 1 mode
0.1

0.01

0.001

0.00001

1

0    2    4     6    8   10  12   14   16   18   20
                          mode number 

initial illumination spectrum:

Model

Δz/R0 = 0.05

•  perturbations due to finite number �
     of  beams (red)
•  l = 1 mode due to misplacement
•  satellite modes



Gain = 1% of 1D gain
(nominal pulse)

20 µm displacement 
Gain = 95% of 1D gain

10 µm displacement 

Shock-ignition: sensitive to mispositioning
(high convergence)

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 2011



but sensitivity can be reduced by increasing
the power of the shock-launching pulse 

20 µm displacement

Spike power =
Nominal * 1.5

Gain:
90% of 1D gain

20 µm displacement

Spike power =
Nominal

Gain:
1% of 1D gain



HiPER - DD48 – m = 2, w/R = 0.6:   
highly uniform illumination, when no errors 

but sensitive to errors!

mispointing (5%), imbalance (1%) mispointing (5%)

beam centres, perfect illumination intensity on target, perfect illumination



Sensitivity to mispositioning can be greatly  reduced 
by changing laser irradiation geometry 

(although with energy penalty)

reference scheme, 
20 µm displacement, no ignition

(*) superGaussian, m=8, w=1.2 R0 

Simulation with low-noise 3D raytracing;
A. Schiavi et al., invited talk EPS 2011,
A.  to be published

Gaussian beams, m=2, w=0.64 R0 

alternate scheme, larger spot, “flat” profile (*)
30 µm displacement, same yield as in 1-D



Where are we? 
How do we predict/reproduce expts?
What do we miss?

Issues
•  models 

LTE vs nonLTE; diffusion vs transport; pure fluid vs MHD; 
fluid vs kinetic; molecular mixing; ..., multi-scales; �
2D vs 3D; ...

•  numerics and code development 
interfaces, accuracy, convergence, parallelizazion, ...`�
+ visualization + diagnostics (exptl “observables”)

•  complexity and simulation capabilities 

Next steps?



Thank you!


